
A Necessity for the Future
Volunteer programs are facing many challenges as they 
adapt to an online environment. As we look to the future, 
the benefits of remote volunteering are clear - virtual 
volunteering is flexible and not limited by geography, 
physical ability, or space. Organizations that build virtual 
volunteering into their overall programming will be more 
resilient and better poised to meet the needs of a post-
pandemic and online future.

One of the most appealing aspects for virtual volunteer-
seekers is the opportunity to contribute asynchronously 
— at their own time and pace. However, there are notable 
benefits to creating synchronous events — scheduling 
multiple volunteers (with similar or varying tasks) for a 
regular shift at the same pre-determined time.

It’s best to begin synchronous virtual shifts with a 10-
15 minute group check-in to set objectives and clarify 
milestones for the shift, week, or project. End the shift 
with a short ‘debrief’, gathering volunteers again to share 
updates, concerns or issues. You may consider recruiting 
a volunteer ‘Technology Point Person’ for volunteers to 
contact for specific tech related challenges. 

Strategizing 
Virtual Roles
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Virtual Tax Clinics at The 519 
Engaging Volunteers for Essential Services

Adapting the Volunteer Management Cycle 
Considering the Entire Volunteer Journey

IAVE (International Association of Volunteer Effort)’s  
Webinar on Managing Virtual Volunteers During a Pandemic

Volunteer Toronto’s BRINGO Digital Game for Volunteers

Strategizing Remote Participation

Other Virtual Resources

Benefits of Synchronous Team Shifts for Volunteers

Group face-time builds team spirit and a 
sense of community

Meeting regularly alleviates the need for 
volunteers to contact you with questions, 
limiting interruptions to your daily work-flow

Shifts can make it easier to track hours

Check-ins ensure key messaging gets out to a 
larger number of volunteers at one time

Isolated virtual volunteers may not feel 
comfortable reaching out for clarification—
meeting as a group allows for consistent 
feedback, and the entire group can benefit 
from questions asked by one volunteer

These touch points encourage live and 
personalized interactions — make them social 
and fun using Zoom, WhatsApp, or even over 
the phone.

Evaluate options for volunteer service delivery  
and explore remote solutions to create, enhance,  
or adapt programs 

Evaluate risks for virtual engagement and develop 
policies, procedures, and boundaries to protect 
everyone involved

Decide whether the tasks can be completed as 
synchronous events, then draft role descriptions 
including start and end dates 

Determine how volunteers will be asked to track  
their time or deliverables — in virtual spaces, it’s 
vital that volunteers know you can see their progress

Determine the specific technology and tools you 
want your virtual volunteers to use — develop clear 
orientation and training, along with quick reference 
tip sheets

Consider creating an interactive meeting space, 
such as a Facebook group or online forum, where 
volunteers can share their stories, challenges and 
successes ongoing.

https://bit.ly/VirtualTaxClinic
https://info.volunteertoronto.ca/LearningLibrary#page-block-0td7sfie38q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oim8GxElDKE

